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We prove, under certain regularity assumptions on the coefficients, that tangent
processes (namely semimartingales d!{=a dx{+b d{ where a is an antisymmetric
matrix) generate flows on the classical Wiener space. Main applications of the result
can be found in the study of the geometry of path spaces.  1999 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
In [C2] the existence of flows on the Wiener space associated to vector
fields taking values in the CameronMartin space (the ‘‘natural’’ tangent
space in this framework) was established. The assumptions considered were
exponential integrability of the vector field as well as of its gradient and
divergence. This theorem has been generalized in several directions and by
several authors. For example the conditions imposed on the vector field
and gradient may be weakened (cf. [P, U-Z]).
In the last years the study of geometry and analysis of path spaces over
a Riemannian manifold has been intensively developed (cf. [D, F-M, C-M,
E-S]). It turns out that variations on the path space by CameronMartin
vectors correspond to variations on the Wiener space by more general pro-
cesses, the so-called (in [C-M]) tangent processes. These are semimar-
tingales with antisymmetric diffusion coefficients and therefore, by Levy’s
theorem, their martingale part keeps the Wiener measure invariant under
its action.
The CameronMartin space may not be such a natural tangent space
after all, since there is a real need to consider more general vector fields on
the Wiener space. The problem of constructing flows associated to tangent
processes was considered in the framework of geometry of path spaces. For
processes which are determined through the horizontal lift by constant
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Lipschitz CameronMartin vector fields on the Wiener space, B. Driver
[D] proved the existence of a flow and the quasi-invariance of the Wiener
measure under its action. The result was later generalized for all vectors in
the CameronMartin space (not necessarily Lipschitz) by E. Hsu [H].
Both authors used Picard’s iteration or similar approximating methods.
For other constructions of the same type of flows we refer to [E-S, L-Q].
In this work we construct flows associated to certain tangent processes
which include the semimartingales that appear naturally in the study of the
geometry of path spaces over a Riemannian manifold. They include in par-
ticular the DriverHsu case but also horizontal lift of fields which are not
constant and do not belong to the CameronMartin space. The methods of
proof are close to those in [C2]. In previous approaches to the construc-
tion of flows associated to semimartingales the space norms are taken in
the mean (for example L2(0) norms). We treat tangent processes as point
transformations in the Wiener space with corresponding (ponctual) norms.
2. NOTATIONS AND MAIN RESULT
Let X be the classical Wiener space, namely the Banach space of con-
tinuous functions x: [0, 1]  Rd, starting from zero with the norm
&x&=supt # [0, 1] |x(t)|, and let + be the Wiener measure on X. H will
denote the CameronMartin space,
H={h # X : _h4 and |
1
0
|h4 ({)| 2 d{<= .
For a functional F: X  G, where G is a Banach space, the gradient, in the
sense of Malliavin calculus, is defined as the linear operator
{F(x) # L(H; G)
{F(x)(h)=DhF(x)=lim
=  0
1
=
[F(x+=h)&F(x)],
the limit being taken in the a.e. sense with respect to +.
We can consider L(H; G) as a Banach space itself and define the second
derivative. More generally, derivatives of higher order {kF(x) are defined
as functionals with values in the space Lk (H; G) of k-linear operators from
H to G, where the following norms of the space of operators is defined
&T&Lk(H; G) = sup
hi # H, &hi&1
&T(h1 , ..., hk)&G<
&T&Lk(H; G)= sup
hi # H, &hi&H1
&T(h1 , ..., hk)&G<.
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We remark that several notions of Sobolev spaces of Banach-valued
functionals have been considered in the framework of Malliavin calculus,
[S, N-M, F-P].
Following [C-M] a tangent process on the Wiener space X is a
Rd-valued semimartingale process ! defined on X with Ito^ differential
d{!:=a;: dx; ({)+b
: d{,
:, ;=1, ..., d, a;:=&a
:
; and such that a:; # C
1, where C1 denotes the class
of semimartingales that besides its representation by an Ito^ integral, can be
represented in terms of Stratonovich integrals.
We shall prove the following result:
Theorem 2.1. Let ! be a tangent process on the Wiener space,
!: (x)({)=|
{
0
a;:(x)(s) dx; (s)+|
{
0
b: (x)(s) ds, (2.1)
such that a and b are adapted functionals,
E(&{k!&2Lk(H; X))<+, k=1, 2, ... (2.2)
and _*>0;
E exp *(&!&)<+ (2.3)
E exp *(&{!&L1(H; X))<+ (2.4)
E exp * } |
1
0
b(x)(s) dx(s) }<+. (2.5)
There exists a flow defined +-a.e. on the Wiener space, U !t : X  X,
verifying,
d
dt
U !t (x)=!(U
!
t (x))
(2.6)
U !0(x)=x, +-a.e.-x
and such that the measure (U !t )* + is absolutely continuous with respect to+, with density belonging to all spaces L p+ , p1.
3. EXAMPLES
In this section we present some examples of tangent processes whose
martingale part verify the assumptions of Theorem 2.1.
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3.1. Let a(x)({)=a(x({)), where a denotes a Rd Rd-valued function
on Rd, a;:=&a
:
; , a # C
2
b . We have
Dh |
{
0
a;:(x(s)) dx; (s)=|
{
0
#a;:(x(s)) h
# (s) dx; (s)
+|
{
0
a;:(x(s)) h4
; (s) ds.
By integration by parts,
|
{
0
a;:(x(s)) h4
; (s) ds=a;:(x({)) h
; ({)&|
{
0
#a;:(x(s)) h
; (s) b dx# (s).
Therefore
Dh |
{
0
a;:(x(s)) dx; (s)=a
;
:(x({)) h
; ({)
+|
{
0
[#a;:&;a
#
:](x(s)) h
; (s) dx# (s)
+ 12 |
{
0
#;a#:(x(s)) h
; (s) ds.
Since a # C 2b ,
sup
&h&1
sup
{ # [0, 1] } a;:(x({)) h;({)+ 12 |
{
0
#; a#:(x(s)) h
; (s) ds }
is clearly bounded. Concerning the second term of the derivative of the
stochastic integral, we have, denoting A:, ;, #=#a;:&; a
#
: , and for each #,
|
{
0
A:, ;, # (x(s)) h; (s) dx# (s)=B:, # ({h),
where {h={0 |A:, ;, #h
;|2 ds is a random time-change and B# a d-dimen-
sional Brownian motion. For h such that &h&1 {h{0 |A:, ;, # |
2 ds and
E exp * sup
&h&1
sup
{ # [0, 1] } |
{
0
A:, ;, # (x(s)) h; (s) dx# (s)}E exp * &B& .
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Concerning the assumptions on the second derivative we have
Dh1 Dh2 |
{
0
a;:(x(s)) dx; (s)=|
{
0
k#a;:(x(s)) h
k
2(s) h
#
1(s) dx; (s)
+|
{
0
#a;:(x(s)) h
#
1(s) h4
;
2(s) ds
+|
{
0
#a;:(x(s)) h
#
2(s) h4
;
1(s) ds
with respect to second integral on the right side, and we have
E sup
h1, h2 # H
&h1&H , &h2&H1
sup
{ # [0, 1] } |
{
0
#a;:(x(s)) h
#
1h4
;
2(s) ds }
2
<+
and
|
{
0
k#a;:(x(s)) h
k
2(s) h
#
1(s) dx; (s)=B
; ({h1h2),
where
{h1h2=|
{
0
|k#a;:(x(s)) h
k
2(s) h
#
1(s)|
2 ds
is a random time change. Since &h1&H , &h2 &H1,
E sup
h1, h2 # H
&h1&H , &h2&H1
sup
{ # [0, 1] } |
{
0
k#a;:(x(s)) h
k
2(s) h
#
1(s) dx; (s) }
2
E &B&2 .
The higher order derivatives can be treated using the same reasoning.
3.2. We look at a situation which is particularly relevant in the study
of geometry of path spaces. According to Theorem 2.6 in [C-M] (cf. also
[D]) a derivation in a direction of tangent process !* on the path space
of a Riemannian manifold corresponds to a derivation on the Wiener space
with respect to d!=d!*+[ }0 0( b dx, !*)] b dx, where 0 is the curvature
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tensor of the (: dimensional) underlying manifold M and is considered lif-
ted to the bundle of frames O(M). More precisely 0( b dx, !*)=
0*;(rx)(!*); b dx*, where rx is the lifting to O(M) of the Brownian motion
over M, which may be defined by the following Stratonovich stochastic
differential equation,
drx({)= :
d
:=1
A:(rx({)) b dx:({)
rx(0)=r0 # O(M),
A: denoting the canonical horizontal vector fields on O(M).
Let !*= g # H. Then
!:({)=|
{
0 _|
s
0
0:*;#(rx(u)) g
*(u) b dx;(u)& b dx#(s)+ g:(s).
This case was considered in [D], where a result on the existence of the
flow associated to ! was derived.
We compute the first and second derivative of ! in order to verify the
assumptions of Theorem 1.1. By the results in [F-M, p. 255], we have
Dh[0(rx(u))]=:
k
(Ak 0)(rx(u)) ,
k(u)+ :
j<l
(E*jl 0) Q
jl (u, ,),
with
Q(u, ,)=|
u
o
0(,, b dx),
where d,=\ b dx+h dr, d\=0(,, bdx) (the change of sign corresponds to
a different curvature convention) and where E*jl denote the fundamental
vertical vector fields on O(M).
Dh!:({)=|
{
0 _|
s
0
Dh[0:*;#(rx(u))] g
*(u) b dx;(u)& b dx#(s)
+|
{
0 _|
s
0
0:*;#(rx(u)) g
*(u) h4 ;(u) du& b dx#(s)
+|
{
0 _|
s
0
0:*;#(rx(u)) g
*(u) b dx;(u)& h4 #(s) ds.
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Integrating by parts the second term, we obtain then
Dh!:({)=|
{
0 {|
s
0 _:k (Ak 0)(rx(u)) ,
k(u)
+ :
j<l
(E*jl 0) Q
jl (u, ,)& g*(u) b dx;(u)= b dx#(s)
+|
{
0 _|
s
0
d
du
[0:*;#(rx(u)) g
*(u)] h;(u) du& b dx#(s)
+|
{
0
0:*;#(rx(u)) g
*(s) b dx#(s)
+|
{
0 _|
s
0
0:*;#(rx(u)) g
*(u) b dx;(u)& h4 #(s) ds.
Integrating by parts again, the last term in the last equality is equal to
|
{
0
0:*;#(rx(u)) g
*(u) b dx;(u) h#({)+|
{
0
0:*;#(rx(s)) g
*(s) h#(s) b dx;(s).
The expression for Dh!({) consists therefore of stochastic integrals. The
assumption (2.4) can be verified as in Example 3.1, for the simple Ito^
integral and by a similar argument for the double integral.
We have
|
{
0 \|
s
o
Ak 0
:
*;#(rx(u)) g
*(u) ,k(u) b dx;(u)+ b dx#(s)=B#({h),
where
{h=|
{
0 } |
s
0
Ak 0
:
*;#(rx(u)) g
*(u) ,k(u) b dx;(u) }
2
ds.
Now
|
s
0
Ak 0
:
*;#(rx(u)) g
*(u) ,k(u) b dx;(u)=B ;(s~ h)
for B another Brownian motion and s~ h the random time change
s~ h=|
s
0
|Ak 0
:
*;#(rx(u)) g
*(u) ,k(u)| 2 du.
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We have (for simplicity we shall drop the indices in the next formula):
E &,(u)&22 &h&2+2E "|
u
0
|
s
0
0(rx)(,, bdx)"
2
2 &h&2+4E |
u
0
|
s
0
&0. . (rx) ,&2 dt ds
+4E |
u
0
|
s
0
&0:;(rx) 0;#(rx) ,#+A;0:;(rx) A;(rx) ,
:&2 dt ds.
For every h such that &h&1 and since time is taken in a bounded
interval, we can apply Gronwall’s inequality to obtain E &,(u)&2c \u;
therefore, p (s~ h<+)=1; hence
sup
&h&1
sup
{ # [0, 1]
|B*({h)|= sup
&h&1
sup
{ # [0, 1] }B* \|
{
0
|B *(s~ h)|2 ds+}
 sup
&h&1
sup
s~ hC }B* \|
{
0
|B *(s~ h)| 2 ds+}
 sup
{ # [0, 1]
|B*({ &B &)|&B&
and the exponential integrability conditions for the gradient follow, since
the terms with a Riemannian integral are easier to handle. Finally the term
|
{
0 \|
s
0 _:j<l (E*jl 0
:
*;#(rx(u))) |
u
0
0 lkijh
k(t) b dxi (t) g*(u)& dx;(u)+ b dx#(s)
can be treated analogously. Concerning the second derivative, the reason-
ing used in the study of the first derivative can be applied.
The rest of this work will be devoted to the proof of Theorem 2.1.
4. FINITE DIMENSIONAL APPROXIMATIONS
For x belonging to the Wiener space X we denote by 6nx the polygonal
line linking the points x(k2&n) for k=0, 1, ..., 2n, more precisely, for
{ # [k2&n, (k+1) 2&n],
6n(x)(t)=x \ k2n++(2nt&k) _x \
k+1
2n +&x \
k
2n+& .
Let An be the finite _-algebra defined by its atoms which are the dyadic
intervals of length 2&n. The orthogonal projection L2[0, 1]  L2[An]
induces the conditional expectation EAn from the Wiener space X to a
finite-dimensional Gaussian space Vn . If _n denotes the _-algebra based on
cylinder sets supported on Vn , we have:
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Lemma 4.1. The projections 6n verify &6n(x)&&x& ; moreover
&x&6n x&  0.
Proof. We prove the second statement; denoting {k=k2&n and if
{ # [0, 1], there exists an interval such that { # [{ki , {ki+1] and
|x({)&6nx({)||x({)&x({ki)|+|x({)&x({ki+1)|
C |{ki+1&{ki |
(12)&=
by using the Ho lder ( 12&=) property of the Brownian paths. Then we have
sup
{ # [0, 1]
|x({)&6nx({)|C sup
i=0, ..., n&1
|{i+1&{ki |
(12)&=  0. K
We shall define a sequence of finite dimensional approximations of the
tangent process ! (given by its diffusion coefficient a and drift b as in (2.1)),
!n(x)=6n(E _n(!)(x)).
Given a sub _-algebra, _, on the Wiener space, and f # L p(X, X), we
define the conditional expectation E _f as follows. We consider the set of
finitely valued functions of the form
g= :
n
i=1
gi/Ai , gi # X, Ai # _.
This set is dense in L p(X, X ), 1p<+. For g=ni=1 gi /Ai ,
E_g= :
n
i=1
g iE_/Ai
is well defined. From Jensen’s inequality for g, we have
&E_g&L p&g&L p .
By density the functional E_ can be extended uniquely to a bounded linear
map from L p(X, X) to L p(_), 1p<+. This extension defines the con-
ditional expectation for all f # L p(X, X ) and satisfies
&E_f &L p& f &L p . (4.1)
Lemma 4.2. Let  be a real-valued convex and continuous function. Then
Jensen’s inequality holds
(E_f )E_( f ).
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Proof. Since  is convex and continuous, there exists a dense sequence
[an]n=0 in X, and a sequence [ln]

n=0 of real-valued linear functions such
that
(x)=sup
n
n(x),
where n(x)=(an)+ln(x&an). For each m, we have
E_( f )E_m( f )=m(E _f ).
Taking the supremum in m, the result follows. K
Lemma 4.3. If E &!& p<+ for p1, then
E &!n& p  E &!& p
E &!n&!& p  0
E exp * &!n&  E exp * &!& .
Proof. From Lemma 4.1 and (4.1)
E &!n& pE &E_n!& pE &!& p .
If g is finite valued we know that E_ng  g in L p(X, X). Let gm be a
sequence of finite valued functions such that gm  ! in L p(X, X ). Given
$>0, let us consider m such that &gm&!&L p<$3
&E_n!&!&L p &E _n!&E _ngm&L p+&E_ngm& gm&L p+&gm&!&L p
2 &!& gm&L p+&E _ngm& gm&L p<$
if nn0 ,
E &!n&!& pC[E &6n(E _n!)&E _n!& p+E &E_n!&!& p]
which proves the convergence; finally,
E exp * &!n& =:
j
* j
j!
E &!n& j:
j
* j
j !
E &!& j
=E exp * &!& . K
Concerning the estimation of derivatives of !n, we have:
Lemma 4.4. The following inequalities hold for every n and every p1
(i) E &{!n& pL1(H; X)E &{!&
p
L1(H; X)
(ii) E &{k!n& pLk(H; X )E &{
k!& pLk(H; X ) , k=1, 2, ...
(iii) E exp * &{!n&L1(H; X )E exp * &{!&L1(H; X ) .
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Proof. For every h # Vn ,
Dh (6n (E _n!))=6n (Dh (E_n!)).
If x # X, we have x= y+z, y # Vn ,
(E_n!)(x)=(E_n!)( y)=|
Vn
=
!( y+z) d+=n (z),
and
Dh (E_n!)(x)=_ dd= (E_n!)(x+=h)& ==0
=|
Vn
=
Dh!( y+z) d+=n (z)
=E_n (Dh!(x)).
Hence
&{!n&L1(H; X ) = sup
h # Vn , &h&1
&Dh (6n (E_n!)(x))&
 sup
h # Vn , &h&1
&E _n (Dh !)(x)&
E_n sup
h # H, &h&1
&Dh !(x)&
E_n &{!&L1(H; X ) ,
and we get, by Jensen’s inequality
E &{!n& jL1(H; X )E &{!&
j
L1(H; X )
.
The first inequality follows. Using the same reasoning and the fact
&6nh&H&h&H \h # H, we obtain
&{k!n&Lk(H; X )E _n &{k!&Lk(H; X )
and the second inequality follows. Finally,
E exp * &{!n&L1(H; X ) :
j
* j
j !
E &{!n& jL1(H; X)
:
j
* j
j !
E &{!& jL1(H; X )
=E exp * &{!&L1(H; X ) . K
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5. FINITE DIMENSIONAL FLOWS
Let ! be the tangent process given by (2.1) and !n its approximation
according to (4.1). From the assumptions of Theorem 2.1 and from the
results of the last section, we conclude, by Sobolev’s immersion theorems,
that the !n are of class C3.
We consider the ordinary differential equations
d
dt
U nt (x)=!
n (U nt (x))
(5.1)
U n0( y)=y
on Rn and show that the solution exists for all times.
This result is a consequence of [C1]. We must check that the assump-
tions of Theorem 2.1 imply that !n satisfy those of the following theorem
which was proved in [C1].
Theorem 5.1. Let us consider on Rn the standard Gaussian measure +.
Let $B the divergence of B with respect to the measure +. Suppose that
(i) B # C3
and _*>0,
(ii) Rn exp(* &B(x)&) d+(x)<+,
(iii) Rn exp(* |$B(x)| ) d+(x)<+.
Then the flow U Bt (x) is defined for all t # R, +-a.e.-x, and if kt (x)=
exp( t0 $B(U
B
&_(x)) d_) then we have for all t # R,
(iv) (d(U Bt )* +d+)(x)=kt (x), with kt # L
p
+ \p, &kt &Lp+C(M)
if |t|<M, where C(M), only depends of M, p and the values of the integrals
in (ii) and (iii).
The condition
_*>0, |
Vn
exp(* &!n&) d+n<+
is a consequence of the corresponding assumption for !. We will show that
_*>0, |
Vn
exp(* |$n (!n)| ) d+nC<+, (5.2)
where $n denote the divergence (i.e., the dual of the gradient operator) with
respect to the Gaussian measure +n and C does not depend on n. Then, not
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only the flow U nt is well defined for all times (+n -a.e. in the initial condi-
tion) but also, if
knt (x)=exp |
t
0
$n (U n&s(x)) ds
we have
d(U nt )* +n
d+n
(x)=knt (x) and k
n
t (x) # ,
p
L p+n
and &knt &Lp+nC(M) for |t|M, where C(M) only depends on M, p, and
the values the constant C in (5.2).
Lemma 5.1. Let ! be a tangent process given by (2.1) satisfying the
assumption (2.5) of Theorem (2.1). Then we have
|
Vn
exp(* |$n (!n)| ) d+nC,
where C is a constant independent of the dimension.
Proof. We decompose the process ! in its two terms that we denote,
respectively by
A(x)( } )=|
}
0
a(x)(s) dx(s) and B(x)( } )=|
}
0
b(x)(s) ds.
We also write An=6n[E_nA] and Bn=6n[E_nB].
The divergence of B on the Wiener space (the dual of the Malliavin
derivative) coincides, since B is H-valued and adapted, with the Ito^
stochastic integral of b. Therefore if we denote by $B the divergence
of B, assumption (2.5) means that there exists a *>0 such that
E exp * |$B|<+.
Let . # L2+n(Vn) be such that {. # L
2
+n
. Then
|
Vn
E_n ($B) . d+=E+ ($B.)=E+ (B | {.)
=E+ (6nB | {.)=|
Vn
(E _n (6nB) | {.) d+.
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Since E_n and 6n commute, we have proved that $Bn=E_n $B, therefore,
for all n,
E exp * |$Bn|E exp * |$B|.
We cannot repeat exactly the same reasoning for the process A. But,
since a is antisymmetric, the process A defines a measure preserving
isomorphism of the Wiener space and, in particular,
E(DA.)=0
for every . # L2+n such that {. # L
2
+n
. Since
E(DA.)=E+ (6nA | {.)=|
Vn
(E_n (6nA) | {.) d+
and
E_n (6nA)=6n (E _nA),
we have
|
Vn
(An | {.) d+n=0,
i.e., the divergence of An with respect to +n is zero.
The abovementioned finite dimensional results can therefore be applied
and we have a global flow associated to each approximation !n. K
Each vector x # X can be written in the form x= y+z, with y in Vn .
Then we define U nt (x)=U
n
t ( y)+z. This functional verifies the following
ordinary differential equation
dU nt
dt
=!n (U nt ), U
n
0(x)=x. (5.3)
For the functionals U nt ( y) we have a perturbation formula which was
proved in [C2],
U n+ pt &U
n
t =&|
&t
0
{U nt+s(U
n+ p
&s b U
n
s (U
n
t ))(!
n+ p&!n)
_(U n&t&s(U
n+ p
&s b U
n
s (U
n
t ))) ds. (5.4)
To prove the existence of flow on the Wiener space we will take the limit,
in some sense, of the sequence (U nt (x))n # N . To do this we need a uniform
(in n) estimate of the derivative of the functionals U nt (x).
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Lemma 5.2. For t small, {U nt (x) # L
p (X, L1(H; X )) \p1. If |t|M,
we have
|
X
&{U nt (x)&
p
L1(H; X )
d+C1 (M).
Proof. We have
U nt (x)=x+|
t
0
!n (U ns(x)) ds.
Taking h # H,
DhU nt (x)=Dh (x)+|
t
0
{!n (U ns(x)) DhU
n
s (x) ds
then
&Dh U nt (x)&&h&+|
t
0
&{!n (U ns (x))&L1(H, X ) &DhU
n
s (x)& ds
by Gronwall’s lemma
&Dh U nt (x)&&h& e
t0 &{!
n(U s
n(x))&L1(H, X)
ds
therefore
E &{U nt (x)&
p
L1(H; X )
Ee
t
0 &{!
n(U s
n(x))&L1(H, X)
ds
(Ee2pt &{!n(x)&L1(H, X))12 (E |kns (x)|
2)12
C(T ), if |t|T, and t<
*
2p
. K
6. EXISTENCE OF THE FLOW ON THE WIENER SPACE
Here we follow the methods in [C2] to prove that the flow associated
with the vector field ! exists. This flow will be the limit of the sequence
(U nt (x))n . First we will see that the limit exists in L
p (X, X).
Lemma 6.1. For t small, the sequence (U nt (x))n # N is a Cauchy sequence
in the space L p (X, X ), with p1, and uniformly in t. We denote by Ut (x)
this limit.
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Proof. With x=x1+x2 , x1 # Vn we have
U n+ pt (x)&U
n
t (x)=U
n+ p
t (x1)&U
n
t (x1).
Using the perturbation formula, we get
|
X
&U n+1t (x)&U
n
t (x)&
p
 d+(x)
|
&t
0
ds \|X &{U nt+s&
2p
L1(H; X)
(U n+ p&s b U
n
s (x)) k
n
t (x) d++
12
_\|X &!n+ p&!n&2p (U n&t&s(U n+ p&s b U ns(x))) knt (x) d++
12
by Ho lder’s inequality, Lemma 5.2, and the fact that &knt (x)&L pC. Like in
[C2] we obtain
|
X
&U n+ pt (x)&U
n
t (x)&
p
 d+(x)C(M) &!
n+ p&!n&Lq(X, X)
for some q1. K
Lemma 6.2. For t small the law of Ut is absolutely continuous with
respect to the Wiener measure and
d(Ut)* +
d+
(x)=kt (x) # L p+ .
Proof. Since &knt &Lp+C with C independent of n, there exists a sub-
sequence knit of k
n
t which converges weakly to a function kt in L
p
+ . Therefore
|
x
f (Ut (x)) d+=lim |
X
f (U nit (x)) d+=lim |
X
f (x) knit (x) d+
=|
X
f (x) kt (x) d+
if f is bounded and continuous. K
To prove that Ut verifies the integral equation if t is small, we shall need
some results [U-Z].
Lemma 6.3. Let G be a Banach space with norm & }&G , T small and F,
F1 , G-valued random variables. Then we have
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(i) F(U nt ( } ))  F(Ut ( } )) in measure +
(ii) F1 ( } , U n} ( } ))  F1 ( } , U } ( } )) in measure (&_+),
where & is the Lebesgue measure on [0, T].
Proof. We prove the first statement. The proof of the second one is
similar. We remark that if F # L p (X, G) and F1 # L p ([0, T]_X, G), \p1,
the convergence is in L p.
Let us suppose that F # L (X, G). For all =>0 there exists K= /X such
that +(K c=)<= and F |K= is uniformly continuous.
|
X
&F(U nt )&F(Ut)&G =|
[U t
n Ut # K=]
&F(U nt )&F(Ut)&G
+|
X&[U t
n Ut # K=]
&F(U nt )&F(Ut)&G
=I1 (n)+I2 (n)
by continuity, given $>0 there exists a constant c such that
I1 (n)=|
[U t
n Ut # K= &U t
n&Ut&<c]
|F(U nt )&F(Ut)&G
+|
[U t
n Ut # K= &U t
n&Ut&>c]
|F(U nt )&F(Ut)&G
$+\|X &F(U nt )&F(Ut)&2G+
12
(+[&U nt &Ut&>c])
12
I2 (n)=|
[U t
n # K= , Ut # K =
c]
&F(U nt )&F(Ut)&G
+|
[U t
n # K=
c Ut # K=]
&F(U nt )&F(Ut)&G
+|
[U t
n # K=
c Ut # K=
c]
&F(U nt )&F(Ut)&G
=I2, 1 (n)+I2, 2 (n)+I2, 3 (n)
I2, 1 (n)\|X &F(U nt )&F(Ut)&2G +
12
(+(K c=))
12
the treatment of I2, 2 (n), I2, 3 (n) are similar to I2, 1 (n). If F is not in
L (X, G), we can consider Fa # L (X, G), such that lima  0 Fa(x)=F(x),
+-a.e.-x. Then
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+[&F(U nt )&F(Ut)&G>c]+ {&F(U nt )&Fa(U nt )&G>c3=
++ {&Fa(U nt )&Fa(Ut)&G>c3=
++ {&Fa(Ut)&F(Ut)&G>c3= .
Using the uniform integrability of the densities we get the result. K
Lemma 6.4. If t is small, Ut verifies the integral equation
Ut (x)=x+|
t
0
!(Us (x)) ds, +-a.e.-x.
Proof.
E |
t
0
&!n (U ns(x))&!(Us (x))&
2
 ds
2E |
t
0
&!n (U ns(x))&!(U
n
s (x))&
2
 ds
+2E |
t
0
&!(U ns(x))&!(Us (x))&
2
 ds
2 |
t
0
E &!n&!&2 k
n
s ds
+2 |
[0, t]_X
&!(U ns(x))&!(Us (x))&2 ds
since &kns &Lp+C
|
t
0
E &!n&!&2 k
n
s ds(E &!
n&!&4)
12 Ct  0
by the last lemma and taking F1 (t, x)=!(x) we get
|
[0, t]_X
&!(U ns(x))&!(Us (x))&2 ds  0.
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Therefore
|
t
0
!n (U ns ) ds  |
t
0
!(Us) ds in L2 (X; X). K
Lemma 6.5. Suppose that  t0 !
n (U ns ) ds is a Cauchy sequence in
L1 (X; X). If we take { such that {&t is small then {0 !
n (U ns ) ds is also a
Cauchy sequence in L1 (X; X).
Proof. Using the semigroup property in the finite dimensional case, we
have
|
{
0
!n (U ns ) ds=|
t
0
!n (U ns ) ds+|
{&t
0
!n (U n_(U
n
t )) d_
and
E |
{&t
0
&!n (U n_(U
n
t ))&!(U_ (Ut))& d_
E |
{&t
0
&!n (U n_(U nt ))&!(U_ (U nt ))& d_
+E |
{&t
0
&!(U_ (U nt ))&!(U_ (Ut))& d_=I1+I2
using the uniform integrability of the densities and Lemma 6.3 we can see
that I1  0. Lemma 6.3 with F1=! b U_ implies that I2  0. The result
follows. K
Lemma 6.6. The functional Ut , verifies the semigroup property
Ut+{=Ut b U{ \t, {.
Proof. By Lemma 6.5, U nt (U
n
{)=U
n
t+{  Ut+{ in measure and
&U nt (U
n
{)&Ut (U{)& &U
n
t (U
n
{)&Ut (U
n
{ )&+&Ut (U
n
{)&Ut (U{)&
E &U nt (U
n
{)&Ut (U
n
{)&(E &U
n
t (x)&Ut (x)&
2)12 (E |kn{ |
2)12  0.
If { is small, Lemma 6.3 with F1=Ut implies that &Ut (U n{)&
Ut (U{)&  0 in measure. If { is not small there exists m # N and s, s1
small such that {=ms+s1 .
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Ut b U{ =Ut b Us b Us b } } } b Us b Us1
=Ut+s b Us b } } } b Us b Us1
= } } }
=Ut+ms b Us1=Ut+{ . K
Lemma 6.7. For { # [0, T] the measure (U{)* + is absolutely continuouswith respect to + and
U{ (x)=x+|
{
0
!(Us) ds, +-a.e.-x.
Proof. The first part of the lemma is a consequence of Lemma 6.5. To
prove the second part, let us consider t, {1 # [0, T] such that
Ut (x)=x+|
t
0
!(Us) ds, +-a.e.-x.
and {1&t is small. Using Lemma 6.6, we have
U{1 (x)=Ut (U{1&t (x))=U{1&t (x)+|
t
0
!(Us (U{1&t (x))) dx
=x+|
{1&t
0
!(Us (x)) ds+|
t
0
!(Us (U{1&t (x))) ds
=x+|
{1
0
!(Us (x)) ds.
We repeat this reasoning a finite number of times and the result follows. K
7. UNIQUENESS
In this section we shall prove that, if we take another solution t of
Eq. (2.6) verifying the same properties of Ut , then +-a.e. t=Ut .
Theorem 7.1. Let t be a solution of Eq. (2.6) with the following
properties
(i) d(t)* +d+=\t # p L
p
+
(ii) \t, s # R (t b s)(x)=t+s (x) +-a.e.-x.
Then we have t (x)=Ut (x), +-a.e.-x for all t.
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Proof. Since Ut (x) and t (x) are solutions of Eq. (2.6),
Ut (x)=x+|
t
0
!(Us (x)) ds
t (x)=x+|
t
0
!(s (x)) ds.
Then we have
&Ut&t&L1(X, X)=&Ut b &t&x&L1(X, X) .
On the other hand
&Ut b &t&x&L1(X, X) &Ut b &t&U nt b &t &L1(X, X)
+&U nt b &t&x&L1(X, X) .
It is then enough to prove that the second term tends to zero when n goes
to infinity.
The function t  U nt b &t (x) is absolutely continuous and
d
dt
(U nt b &t (x))=!
n ((U nt b &t)(x))&{U
n
t (&t (x)) !(&t (x)).
Then
&U nt b &t&x&L1(X, X)
|
X
|
t
0
&!n ((U ns b &s)(x))&{U
n
s (&s (x)) !(&s (x))& ds d+
=|
X
|
t
0
&{U ns(x) !(x)&{U ns (x) !n (x)& \&s (x) ds d+.
Since
!n (U ns(x))={U
n
s(x) !
n (x),
we obtain
&U nt b &t&x&L1(X, X)
|
t
0 \|X &{U ns (x)(!(x)&!n(x))&2 d++
12
&\&s &L2 ds.
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As in the proof of Lemma 6.1, we obtain
&U nt b &t&x&L1(X, X)C(T) &!&!n&Lq(X, X)  0
and the result follows. K
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